Let 0 < n t < • • • < n N be N distinct integers, c t , . . . , c N complex numbers, and write
Let 0 < n t < • • • < n N be N distinct integers, c t , . . . , c N complex numbers, and write
F(x) = f(x) + ig(x) = c t expQn^) + • • • + c N exp(in N x).
Throughout this note C will denote a positive absolute constant (not always the same), integrals without limits of integration will be understood as taken over [-7T , n] with respect to the normalized Lebesgue measure (similarly for the corresponding norms) and N will be assumed to be large.
A (2) has been proved by a method different than that of Cohen by K. F. Roth (see [2] where more information and references concerning these problems can be found). Again (2) The function /log \G\ -qg = Re (Flog G) is harmonic and has the value 0 at the origin. An application of the mean value property for harmonic functions yields J/log|C|=/ W <C||F|| 1 .
Writing ƒ"" = max(0, -ƒ), log" (c) A general remark concerning the above proof is that it is not based on the L 2 Parseval inequality (which is the case in [1] and [2] ) but to inequalities properly belonging to the space L log + L that is a space much closer to L 1 than the space L 2 . This is probably the reason that we reached now (although in a conditional form) a lower bound of the order of logTV and not (logiV) 1/2 .
